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PAYMENT METHOD:

! MasterCard    ! Visa       ! Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ __________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________

City __________________________________ State ___________________

Zip _____________________    Phone—Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) ____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

SteSteSteSteStevvvvvens Maens Maens Maens Maens Magic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporium
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Foreign Orders:
Please include additional monies to compensate
for airmail, contact us for costs.  Thank you.

In a RUSH?
Expedite your order via USPS Priority Mail,
EMS and FedEx. These are all available to you
for additional cost based on weight and
dimensions.

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

When domestic shipping is included in the
price, all orders are sent at our discretion,
if we send by FedEx Ground $3.50 will be
added to each order to cover the Fuel
Surcharges/Residential and Extended
Delivery Charge imposed by them.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.
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Majestic Die
Penetration

From the creative mind of
Simon Corneille comes a
beautiful close-up penetration
of a die through a solid blade
that works more deceptive and
convincing than the
conventional approach.

A handsome tube along with a solid
golden blade and a die are displayed.
The lid is removed and the die is
dropped into the tube.

The blade is then inserted through the slits near the bottom of the tube, trapping
the die inside. On the performer's command, the die magically penetrates the
blade and falls into the hand of the amazed spectator!

Everything can then be handed out for examination. Please do not confuse this
with other models on the market. With this version, the die is clearly shown to be
at the bottom of the tube before a solid sheet of blade is inserted through the slits
and fully blocking the tube.

The entire outfit is absolutely striking in appearance and the photos really don't do
it justice. Each set has been delicately and individually hand-crafted by the artist.

Only 12 Available!   $280 s&h incl.

Magic Wagon Presents...
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Departure
A borrowed ring vanishes in the cleanest
way�both of the performer�s hands are
clearly empty. He reaches into his back
pocket and brings out his keys. The
borrowed ring is on his key ring! This is
the world�s most impossible and invisible
ring flight. Built right into an ordinary

looking key fob that fits on a keychain, Departure is a ring flight that can withstand
the closest scrutiny. It is whisper silent and mega powerful. The carabineer clip
(included) makes attaching the ring absolutely effortless. Includes Departure key fob,
black anodized carabineer clip and video instructional CD.

$30 s&h incl.

B�Loon
This effect allows you to burst a
balloon using psychic energy�
and you�re nowhere near it! You
know the exact moment it will
pop�and you�ll get all the credit
for popping it.

Start by pulling out a little box
of balloons�like something you
bought at the 99 cent store.

Have the spectator choose any color. Blow it up and place it on the table�you
never touch the balloon again. Step away�as far as you like. Now at any moment,
AND at your command, the balloon pops!

The amazing invisible electronic gizmo does it all. Use it in conjunction with your
favorite effects.  Use your psychic energy to pop it! Touch the spectator�s finger to
complete a circle of electricity�the balloon pops!  Comes with B�loon box and
complete directions. Works with any balloons.

$83.50 s&h incl.

MagicSmith Presents...

Doc Wayne�s
Art Of  Public Squeaking

Jam packed with hilarious stuff that you can do with a
simple squeaker!  It�s the sound gizmo everyone�s
squeaking about.  The Squeaker makes your body parts
squeak�even the parts that aren�t supposed to!  Over
50 ways to use the squeaker.  Entertain your audience
and your pets as well.   Books come complete with
squeaker.

$10     s&h incl.
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MagicSmith Winners!

Twilite Floating
From the innovative team at Magic Smith!
The floating light bulb is a classic grand stage
illusion that has mesmerized audiences for
years.

Introduce a tiny light bulb�it's about the same
size as peanut. Make some magical passes
over the bulb and it mysteriously blinks to life�
this psychic lighting is doubly impressive
because of the sheer intensity of the light.
They will get a shiver down their spines
when you command the bulb to
sloooowly stand on the center of your
palm. . . still lit!  By now they'll think they've

seen it all, but it's all been a lead-up to the fantastic finale. . . you cause Twilite to
rise off your hand and take flight!   Since you're in total control, Twilite will
levitate until you want it to descend to your hand as smoothly and slowly as it left.

The Twilight Floating Bulb can be performed anywhere�even surrounded. It
comes complete with the custom manufactured Twilite mini bulb, batteries,
instructions plus accessories.

Special Price, Limited Inventory!        $50     s&h incl.

T2x
World�s Tiniest

Atomic Bulb
This amazing bulb mysteriously turns
on when it finds a selected playing
card.  You can use any deck, and
spectators can examine the bulb till
their hearts content but will discover
nothing.

T2x is designed to look like a real
mini bulb, not a toy or magic prop.
It�s completely self-powered and self-contained and you don�t have to wear a ring
or palm a coin to activate it.

T2x comes complete with the custom designed T2x mini bulb, accessories and
video CD instruction (plays on all computers).

$63     s&h incl.

Check out all of MagicSmith�s products in this catalog!
More to come on our website... stay tuned!
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More MagicSmith Winners!

Ignition
Ignition is a key that can penetrate any borrowed
object�a bill, a sugar packet, even a spectator�s
sleeve.  Yet, when you rip the key out, there�s no
hole, no rip and no damage!  You can pass the key
and the borrowed object out IMMEDIATELY for
examination�there�s only one key.  They won�t find
anything because Ignition is a REAL CAR KEY
that can withstand the closest inspection�even by a
locksmith.

Ignition is always on you.  When not in use, it travels
inconspicuously on your key chain.  But, when you�re ready to perform, there�s
no fumbling�just detach it from its quick release carabineer (included) and you�re
set to perform.  The handling is so easy, anyone can learn it in minutes. There�s
even a quick start method that will get you performing immediately.  Ignition can
be performed anywhere, even surrounded.  It�s good for table hoppers, magicians
on the go and those spur-of-the-moment situations when someone asks to �see
something.�

Ignition comes with an instructional DVD that teaches three different routines�
Key Through Bill, Key Through Sugar Packet and Key Through Shirt.

$63     s&h incl.

Pyro Kinesis
Imagine having the power to have matches
spontaneously combust, in your hands!  Take
any unprepared matchbook, unfold it and just
by placing the matchbook at the end of your
fingertips�with the help of psychic
concentration from your audience�the entire
book of matches spontaneously self-combusts.

Pyro Kinesis allows you to make any book
of matches spontaneously combust�at a
moment's notice. This effect is totally self-
contained and you don't use or need any

chemicals�yet you have the power to the timing of when the matches catch fire.
Using this effect you will be able to light a cigarette with the burning matches, or
rub the burnt match heads across your arm to reveal a spooky prediction.

Pyro Kinesis comes with everything you need including a video CD explaining
everything. Even better it only takes about 5-8 minutes to set up and even better -
resets take just a few seconds.

WARNING: This item can only be sold to persons adults.
$55     s&h incl.
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Big Bang
The ultimate demonstration of psycho
kinesis. Any ordinary light bulb is put
in a clear bag - you never need to touch
the bulb. Concentrate your mental
energy and the bulb EXPLODES! This
amazing feat stops the hearts of
hardened spectators. You have
complete control the entire time.
Since the explosion happens in a bag,
it�s safe to perform in any venue.
Complete with a precision engineered prop, supplies, and a video CD�you supply
regular bulbs.  � Do it completely surrounded. � No special bulb or set up needed.

$75     s&h incl.

Lightning
Controlling light and controlling energy
makes great magic!  You�ll be able to
make a light bulb spontaneously
illuminate, flicker and grow in intensity
as your psychic energy builds. The light
bulb can be in your hand, or far away.
It�s the perfect lead-in before you shatter
a bulb � (i.e., Big Bang) also available at

SME. LIGHTNING is 100% self-contained, tiny and very powerful and comes
with an instructional Video CD.

$22.50     s&h incl.

MagicSmith Presents...
UltiMONTE

No hard moves!  Perform it in your hands!  Eye-
popping color changes!  Highly recommended!

Show three cards, an 8 of Spades is sandwiched
between two court cards.  Shut the fan�WHAMMO!
The 8 jumps to the bottom of the packet.  Just as
fast as you can re-fan the cards. It�s jumped back to
the center.  It�s unbelievable and lightning quick.  Do
this, as many times as you like�secret is built into
the Bicycle cards, they�ll never suspect anything!  Now
for the finale�turn over all three cards in your hand
and they�re now all 8�s!

$16     s&h incl.
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Finger Bird
It�s cute! It�s magical! It�s as much a
puzzle as a magic trick. The Finger Bird
will sit only on your finger. It will even
hop from one finger to another, yet
when you hand it to a spectator, they
cannot make him sit on their finger. Your
little Finger Bird can also perform as
The Amazing Birdini locating a
spectator�s chosen card by leaping up
from the table when the chosen card is
reached. You and your spectator�s will
have a lot of fun with this tiny little
Finger Bird!

Boy can you fool the boys at the magic club as the go crazy trying to
get the little bird to sit on their finger!

Available again for a limited time... these are in-stock now, but we
don�t know for how long!

$22.50     s&h incl.

Available Again!

Match Box Penetration
One of the best close-up magic effects ever created.  A
mini version of �Matter Through Matter� that makes a
BIG Impact.

This item has sold in the thousands and for good reason.
It's very small and compact, easy to carry but  makes a
big impact!  As is the case with many items we feature
at Stevens Magic, we demanded to see and test it before
we offered it to you!  What a great idea huh?  See and
Test it we did�and it passed the test!

The simple fact
is this the best
version of this item we have ever seen!
Flawless design and ease of operation,
coupled with phenomenal craftsmanship�
this item has it! Even if you already own a
version it's highly unlikely as good as this
one.

$27.50     s&h incl.
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Brand New Coin Effects
Crafty

Power Set
The quality of the coins is
spectacular!  This is a really a must
have item. Even now, supplies don't
keep up with demand and it's not
unusual to have to wait several months
to get more in stock.

Two magnetic coins made from real
United States Half Dollars, fit for all your
performance needs. Perform various
tricks with these amazing magnets.
DVD Running Time: Approximately 28
minutes.  Remember this is both the
Super Strong Set of Coins and the
DVD! The entire package.

Here are some of the effects you can do with these coins�Coins Across,
Coin Across With Glass, Coin Through The Glass, Coin Through The Spectator�s
Hand, Coin Through The Deck, Reverse Coin Through The Table & Glass, Heads
Or Tails, Coin Toss and Mental Game

$125     s&h incl.

Magnetic Half  Dollar
Super Strong Coin

Forget about everything you have ever know, seen
or learned in the past regarding PK Coins.  When
you want the absolutely strongest magnetic PK Coins
ever�these are them.

Back in the last 1990's I had the pleasure of meeting
Mr. Kreis in Nagoya, at the UGM Convention.  He
gifted me with one of the finest crafted coins I had
ever seen. Since that time I have gotten to know Mr.
Kreis personally and can say�this man is a �master� at putting together some of
the finest gaffed products in the world!

This magnetic coin is made from a real US Half Dollar for all your performance
needs. Perform various tricks with this amazing magnet.  Strong attracts each other
through 26mm spacer.

$50     s&h incl.
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Superb Close-Up Effects

Safety Box
A small round brass box is shown with a
brass bolt through a hole in the center.
The performer unscrews the nut,
removes the bolt and hands the box to
a spectator. The spectator removes the
lid to find a coin filling the bottom of the
box! There is no way that the spectator
can get the bolt through the box with
the coin inside!

�Fabulous engineering! What a
gimmick! Cleverly made, excellent
close up effect!�   --Joe Stevens

$30     s&h incl.

Cork Stopper
It�s a �Killer��A fine piece of work
for sure! You will love this clever,
innocent gimmick! A gaffed cork does
all the work for you!

The performer shows a bill and a cork
and rolls the bill around the cork securing
it with a rubber band. Next he drops four
coins into the tube. Of course the cork
stops the coins from falling through the
tube. Yet, one by one, coins are dropped
to the table, penetrating the cork! You
receive the special cork and everything
you need to prepare your own coins.
Use any bill and ordinary rubberbands.

$30     s&h incl.

Perfect Egg
Finally an EGG that is better than the
old Weller EGG! Swirl it in a glass and
the pieces of paper grow into a real
EGG! Hard to find...don�t miss out on
this one!

The performer pulls a tissue from a small travel
pack and tears it up. Suddenly the tissue pieces
have transformed into an egg! The performer
reaches for a glass and breaks the real egg
into the glass. Impossible. Perfect Egg is a high
quality latex egg perfect for your traditional
Egg on Fan routine or any other egg routine.

$25     s&h incl.
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Even More Close-Up Items
Unbalance

The performer stands two decks of cards on their
side and gently balances a toothpick across them.
Now, he carefully removes a deck from under one
end of the toothpick. The toothpick remains balanced
on the one remaining deck! A spectator is allowed
to tap the point of the toothpick making it fall off
the deck. Now, no matter what they try, the
spectators cannot repeat the feat!

�I love this close up miracle! You cannot believe
that a tiny toothpick can be gimmicked, but it is.
Don�t expose it...It�s too good!� --Joe Stevens

$20     s&h incl.

Short
The performer displays two
bolts.  A spectator chooses
either of the bolts.
According to the spectator�s
choice, the performer picks
one of the bolts and shakes
it up and down.  The shaken

bolt is gradually shortened.  The shortened bolt and
the other normal bolt can be handed to the audience for examination.

$42.50     s&h incl.

Chain Thru
(With CD Explanation)

A small chain, a nut, and bolt are
given to a spectator. The nut and
bolt have hole drilled through them
for the chain to pass through. The
spectator is asked to thread the bolt
through the nut and then place the
chain through the hole. The
spectator is then asked to turn the
bolt and thread it further through the nut. The chain won�t allow it! The spectator
cannot make it turn. The magician then takes the chain, nut, and bolt back from the
spectator and threads the bolt on thru!! This effect happens right in front of the
spectator�s eyes!  Includes Instructional CD-ROM containing both a performance
and explanation of the effect.

$35.50     s&h incl.
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Professor�s Wands
Sean Taylor has animated it using magic wands
instead of rope. Three wands are shown made
from fully washable acrylic wool. The wands are
folded in the hands and remarkably become the
same size. Instantly they return to normal size
with a big round of applause for the assistant. An
easy routine with good gags for your children and
adults alike. Detailed instructional DVD showing
the full routine with gags and bits of business.

$23.50 s&h incl.

Loopy Loops
This routine formed the backbone of
Sean Taylor�s commercial kid show act
and can last up 10 minutes. Three
colored rope loops are handed to two
volunteers for examination. The loops
are shown to have magic properties in
a silly, gag packed change of order
sequence, which leads the kids up the
garden path. Now it�s their turn. First
the loops become genuinely linked and
then, they turn into one giant striped
loop. Lots of magic and gags. Comes
with three sets of washable brightly
colored acrylic loops and an instructional
DVD. This is �play big and pack small
magic� and all you need to add is a
change bag and you have a laughter
packed routine.

$53.50 s&h incl.

Taylor�s Kid Show Magic

Miller Vanishing Hank
If you have a need to vanish any small
object in your show, it's hard to go past
the Miller Vanishing Hank. The hank is
designed to be performed entirely
without the need to look at it so you can
concentrate 100% on the presentation.

Complete with detailed instructional
DVD which shows how the hank is used
and how it is integrated into the
Nightcap/Santa Hat routine.

No need to look. No telltale bulk or
outline in the hank. Completely self-
working. Handled by the spectator.
Washable cotton construction. Bargain
price.  Note: Fabric Colors subject to
change to due availability throughout
production cycle.

$28 s&h incl.
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Gag Bag
The Gag Bag is a timeless classic that does
double duty as icebreaker and magic effect. This
Gag Bag changes between five colors when
turned inside out. This bag is very brightly colored
and each change is dramatic and obvious. The
bag is compact (around the size of an egg bag)
and comes complete with instructional DVD
featuring Hank Morehouse, which is the best
use of a gag bag you will ever see. Australia�s
Sean Taylor performs and explains the routine
in front of a live audience. This is dynamite
material for the children�s performer.

$28 s&h incl.

Uncle Charlie�s
Night Cap

Looking for an effect to raise the roof
in your kid�s show? Based on Uncle
Henry�s Night Cap released years ago
by Supreme, this trick is time-tested.
Sean Taylor developed this routine using
ideas from the Tarbell Egg Bag, Supreme
Magic Nightcap, ideas from Wally Boyce
and lots and lots of comedy. The result
is six minutes of hilarious action.

You receive a fully knitted acrylic wool
night cap, which is a cleverly disguised
egg bag and a 30-minute, step-by-step
DVD. All you need to add is two ping-
pong balls and a change bag.

$43 s&h incl.

Perfect Link
A clever close up miracle! Easy to do!
Entertaining! A real penetration!

The performer has a spectator thread a
ring onto a ribbon. He holds the ends
of the ribbon up as the performer covers
the ring with a handkerchief and ties it
to the ribbon with a bowknot. The
handkerchief is removed and the
spectator is asked to pull the ends of the
ribbon. The ring drops right off the
ribbon! Ring and ribbon are handed out
for examination. Amazing.

$25     s&h incl.

More Kid Show Magic
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Modern Money Tricks

Just Passin� Thru
A dollar bill, wrapped around a pencil,
is instantly penetrated by the pencil!  The
bill is again wrapped around the pencil
and, once again, the pencil penetrates
through, at a slow-motion pace.
Nothing is added or taken away!  Comes
complete with fully-il lustrated
instructional booklet and a special
performance DVD.

$22.50 s&h incl.

Mismade
Dollar Bill

The magicians borrows a dollar bill and
shows both sides. He then shows both
hands empty. (Except for the borrowed
bill, of course!) The bill is folded in half
and then in half again.

With a magical gesture the bill is
unfolded, and has transformed into a
�mismade� bill. The �mismade� bill is
refolded and changed back to its original
form and then returned to the spectator.

$12.50 s&h incl.

Alpha Spinning Nickels
These Alpha Spinning Nickels will pay for your
beer and other drinks for years to come!  Nickels are
great�because you can easily palm �both� gimmicked
version in one hand, and wait for the mark to call out
�Heads� or �Tails� and then come out with the right
coin (depending on the advantage you want)!  The
quality is exceptional!

The Alpha Spinning Nickels are set of two matched
date US nickels�one will only spin heads and the

other will spin tails. The coins are not double-sided like the other gaffed head-tail
coins. So they will pass normal examination.  The gaff is very hard to detect even
when you know how it works. If these coins are placed with other coins of the
same type on a table it is difficult to tell which is gaffed and which is not.   These
special coins made from real modern coins.  Comes with basic instructions for use
and the instructions include some tips on how to identify these coins should you
get them mixed up in your pocket change.

Warning: These coins are extremely normal looking and easy to spend in a soda,
snack machine or over the counter. Please be careful when carrying them in your
pocket.

$25 s&h incl.
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Bending Spoon
In Picture

Become an instant psychic! An
illustration of a spoon is shown
on a clipboard. A spectator is
asked to sign his name on the
paper beside the drawing of the
spoon. The performer removes
the paper from the clipboard,
turns it face down and
concentrates on bending it.

When the paper is shown, the spoon is now BENT! The bent spoon illustration is
there on the paper with the spectator�s signature! One piece of paper�nothing
more! Clever, ingenious, mystifying! Very well made.

$48     s&h incl.

Fujiwara Gimmick
& DVD

A Hot New Gimmick!  The performer
places a half dollar into his hand and it
disappears. He immediately shows both
open hands. The coin reappears just as
easily. Vanish a stack of quarters, a silk,
even a spoon! No palming. No sleeving.
No magnets or pulls. Use this unique
gimmick for transpositions, vanishes
appearances. Let the gimmick do the
work for you. Complete with special
gimmick and very detailed informative
DVD.

$32.50     s&h incl.

Seo�s Tricks & Gimmicks

Fujiwara Ball
Gimmick

Surprise your audience as you produce
dollar bills and spectacular silks magically
from thin air!   This ball gimmick is NOT
made of metal, because this gimmick is
made of very soft material you can easily
fold it up�to contain a smaller load.  It
doesn�t have string like the old style hank
ball.  Comes with two different sizes of
ball gimmick.  No need to choose the
size�YOU GET BOTH SIZES!!
Bigger size�three or four 18-inch silks
can be held in the gimmick.  Smaller
size�over 10 bills can be held in the
gimmick.  Comes with Lecture DVD
(details and techniques for use are
explained).

$30     s&h incl.
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Masuda�s Hidden Treasures
Reversed Prediction

The performer places a black Plexiglas case
and a deck of cards down on the table.
Removing the deck from the card case, he has
a spectator select a card, which is shuffled back
in the deck.  He states that he knows what the
selected card is, and opens the Plexiglas case.
On one side of the case is a blank-faced card,
two corners of which are secured with mounts.
The blank-faced card has value and suit shaped
holes cut into the card which the performer
triumphantly announces is the match for the
selected card.  However, the spectator says that
it is not correct!?  So the spectator is asked to
find their card in the deck.

Once the card is found, the performer redirects attention to the case.  Amazingly,
the holes in the blank-faced card have changed to match the value and suit of the
selected card!  Strong and highly visual.  Requires virtually no reset time.  There is
no card switch�think about that!

$45     s&h incl.

Frozen In Time
You can predict a randomly selected time
of day with nothing more complicated
than a photograph of a pocket watch!
Explain that you have a photo block with
a picture of a pocket watch inside a
plastic cover on your table.  Ask a
spectator to name any hour.  Remove
the photo block and show the chosen
hour frozen in the photograph!  No
forcing�the predicted time is actually
ON the photograph!  Stevens Magic
includes a killer routine by Jon
Racherbaumer as well as tips and
care instructions.

$87.50     s&h incl.

WOW 2.0
Face Up or Face Down

Spectator selects a card from a deck, it
is signed and then returned to the deck.
The magician produces a card from the
deck�but it is NOT the spectators'
chosen card.  At this point the wrong
card is slid into a plastic, translucent
sleeve.  There are no difficult moves,
sleights or executions, this allows you to
focus 100% on the routine!  Please
specify:  Face Up or Face Down
(when ordering), also comes with a
DVD and bonus routine.

    $42.50     s&h incl.
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 Collapsing Top Hat
Finally at a super great price!

Silk top hats for years cost from $200 on up, now a new breakthrough in production
allows us to offer this top-quality top hat at a �super� price!  Sturdy, works every
time and is the size of a standard top hat.

$60     s&h incl.

 Collapsible Sword
While not new, we were especially impressed
with the quality of this particular version. It�s
much better constructed than ones we have
seen in the past. This 37-inch long sword
features a 29-inch blade. The handle is
constructed of heavy die cast metal (not
aluminum) with two 16-inch red tassels. Also
has a hard plastic tip cover and vinyl carrying
case for closed sword.

Perform the familiar sword swallowing routine.
You can also produce the sword as a climax to
a production routine or an attention grabber
during your performance.

The silver color will reflect
the stage lighting for a
highly visual effect. COLOR
MAY VARY FOR THE HILT.

$47.50     s&h incl.

Collapsible Gimmicks
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Exclusive!

A Bicycle Built
For Five

Five bike-riding Jokers are displayed,
backs and fronts.  One Joker�the
leader�is put aside, face down.  One
by one, the remaining Jokers are turned
over.  When the faces of the cards are
displayed, only abandoned bicycles are
seen.  Where are the missing Jokers?
The leader card is turned over and there
they are, on the face of the leader card!
Complete with full instructions and
specially printed cards, including an extra
gag card for a different climax.

$16     s&h incl.

Ton Onosaka Packet Tricks

Procket
This is a quick packet routine involving
four picture cards.  The one showing a
rocket ship is dealt face down onto the
table.  The other cards bear the numerals
for a countdown, and these are dealt one
at a time as the performer calls out, �3,
2, 1...blast off!�  With this final
exclamation, the table�s rocket ship card
is turned up showing that the rocket is
gone, replaced by an explosion denoting
its magical departure.  The rocket card
is found in the performer�s pocket!

$16     s&h incl.

Quink
The performer displays four cards,
numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4.  He turns his
back and the cards are mixed by a
spectator.  The result is that some of the
cards are face up and some face down.
The spectator adds together either set of
numbers, to product a random total.  The
performer reveals that this was known in
advance, and the prediction was right in
front of the audience from the very start!
Complete with special cards.

$11     s&h incl.

Four Face Assembly
The typical packets are made.  One at a
time, each Queen vanishes from its
packet.  They are physically gone from
the card, leaving only a cutout space
where the picture used to be!  So, where
did the Queens go? The Queen of
Spades is turned over�all four Queens
have assembled, printed on that one
card!  Specially printed and die-cut
gimmicks.  Use your own deck.

$16     s&h incl.
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Creative Ton Onosaka

Frame Up
A large envelope with a prediction inside
is shown.  Spectator selects a card.  The
performer proclaims his prediction to be
correct and removes a framed piece of
transparent plastic, picturing an entire
deck of cards, faces on one side, backs
on the other side.  Not a very impressive
prediction!  The spectator holds her
hand above the frame while
concentrating on her card.  When she
removes her hand, one of the face-up
cards has turned face-down�on the
other side, one card is face-up�the
chosen card!  Self-contained and
completely examinable.

$45     s&h incl.

Silken Lady
This is quick and fun to perform.  The
performer displays three jumbo cards�
two black 10s and a Queen of Hearts.
The backs and fronts are shown.  The
Queen is passed between the spot cards
and immediately changes into a silk
handkerchief.  An excellent and
extremely visual effect for close-up,
stand-up and television.

$20     s&h incl.
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Ton Onosaka Mental Magic

Mind�s Eye Deck
The performer displays a deck of about
40 cards.  They are blank on the backs
(so they cannot be marked).  On the face
of each card is a different, simple
drawing.  The pack is shuffled.  The
performer turns his back and a spectator
is instructed to cut the pack, remove the
card cut to and replace the rest of the
cards in their box.  The spectator
concentrates on the drawing on the
chosen card, then pockets it.  Before the
performer turns around, he begins to
accurately describe the selected image.
Taking a pad of paper, the performer
make a sketch, which proves to be an
exact duplicate of the chosen design.

$40     s&h incl.

P Sign
The performer shows a display stand
bearing eight numbered positions.  There
is a cardboard strip on the stand, back
out and it is explained that on the reverse
side of the strip there are eight different
designs.  Another board is displayed,
back out.  The performer states that on
the reverse of this board is an enlarged
drawing of one of the designs.  A
spectator names a position from one to
eight, and the drawing in that location is
noted.  The prediction board is turned
around and yes, the drawing is an
accurate enlargement of the chosen
design!  Large enough to play on stage,
compact enough for close-up.

$47.50     s&h incl.

Automatic
The performer mixes a pack of over 30 cards
each bearing a different divinatory message.
These will be used to generate two fortunes�
one for a spectator and one for the performer.
A number is decided by the spectator, and
she herself, which will generate the fortunes.
The performer�s card is read first� �You are

scratching your ear.�  Everyone looks at the performer who is indeed scratching
his ear! Now the spectator�s card is read� �You will select this card!�  Specially
printed cards allow for great humor and different outcomes.

$27.50     s&h incl.
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Ton Onosaka Gems

Lucky Lady
Ton has created a real improvement over
the old effect.  The card is beautifully
silkscreened on durable plastic.  Super
thin and easy to perform.  The specially
constructed gimmick adds a new
dimension to the effect as well as a
dynamite kicker at the end!

$50     s&h incl.

Royal Revision
A spectator is invited to get involved.
The rest of the audience is shown a large
prediction, the Ace of Diamonds, which
is put into an open-front frame for
safekeeping.  An oversized set of playing
cards is shown to the audience.  They
see that the cards are all Aces of
Diamonds�the performer can�t miss!
The assisting spectator selects a card�
it�s the Queen of Diamonds.  Oh, no�
the trick has gone wrong!  Not to worry,
as the performer extracts the prediction
card from its holder, it visibly changes
from the Ace into a Queen, ending the
routine as a surprising success.  A visual,
instant transformation�Instant Art!

$87.50     s&h incl.

Fishbowl Mystery
A refreshing twist on sucker effects.  The
performer shows a plaque with a picture
of a fishbowl containing two goldfish.
The fish seem to vanish when the plaque
is passed behind his back.  The audience
is not impressed by this, but are amazed
when the fish have vanished from both
sides of the plaque and a smiling, well-
fed cat appears in their place.  Plays for
all ages.  Silkscreened and laminated.
Fast and easy magic.

$47.50     s&h incl.
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Ton Onosaka Cards
Backing

The performer displays the four Kings
and states that he will make each King
turn his back by magic.  One at a time,
each King turns face down, then rights
himself.  The performer confesses, �I
didn�t make good on my original
promise.  I said I�d make each King
turn his back, but what you actually
saw were the backs of the cards.  The
backs of the Kings would look like
this...�  The cards are turned over, one
by one, and instead of a normal back,
each now bears a special picture showing
the view from behind him!

$16     s&h incl.

Backstabber
The King of Hearts is sometimes referred to as the
�Suicide King� because he appears to be stabbing
himself in the head with a sword�actually two heads
and two swords.  However, the swords are really
positioned behind the King.  This is significant to this
routine.  The King of Hearts is set aside, and a
spectator selects two cards from the balance of the
pack.  There�s a big surprise when the King is turned
over.  Instead of the normal card back, now there�s a
view of the King from behind�and it�s seen that the
swords are skewering two miniature cards�the
selections!

$16     s&h incl.

Tonte
Tonte is one of the best contemporary jumbo
card montes since the Fred Kaps routine of
the classic, Sidewalk Shuffle.  It is an
unbelievable effect where the jumbo 10s
changes, one by one, into Queens.  You�ll love
handling these five specially printed, durable,
plastic-coated cards.  Add this to your
repertoire and you won�t be sorry.

Poker Size...$18     s&h incl.      Jumbo Size...$25     s&h incl.
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Ton Onosaka Color Changes
Screen & Cube

Production
Magician displays a flat, black and gold
screen�showing both sides to the
audience.  Showing it completely empty,
the magician instantly upon opening the
frame produces a Rubik�s Cube.  As if
this wasn�t enough, he again closes the
screen and upon re-opening it, yet another
Rubik�s Cube springs out and appears!
This is repeated FOUR times,
producing FOUR Rubik�s Cubes.  The
faster you can open the Screen, the faster
the Cube�s spring out. Dimensions of
Screen 8 x 11-inches, Cubes 2.75 x 2.75-
inches each.

 $42.50     s&h incl.

Nu-Way Color
Changing Records

Yes, Virginia, this type of colorful magic
still plays well today!  Excellent for
Children�s shows.

Magician shows green label records and
inserts them into the frame.  One by
one the colors of the records change
visibly and invisibly.  Easy to do.  Kids
love this effect.  Typical Onosaka quality.
If you do kid�s shows consider this!

 Great Price...$70     s&h incl.

Frisky Flowers
A whimsical routine using two oversize
cards.  The spectator can�t guess which
flowerpot is where.  Even when one card
is placed in the pocket and the other in
his hands, he�s wrong!  A special
gimmick does most of the work.  Brightly
colored pots of red and yellow flowers
will keep the attention of any age
audience.

 $15     s&h incl.
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Check It Out
A bunch of red and white paper rectangles
transform instantly into a giant checkered
sheet!  Made of special �no tear� paper
you can use over and over.  Plays to small and
large audiences alike!

$22.50     s&h incl.

Toyohisa Saikawa�s
Size Surprise

In this very visual close-up effect, the performer
displays five cards: the Ace, Two, Three, Four and
Five of Clubs.  The spectator is asked to state which
is the largest card.  Of course, the answer is �five�
...but suddenly, the cards all change to different sizes.
The Ace becomes a jumbo card, and each of the
others become progressively smaller�with the five

as the tiniest one!  Certainly not your run-of-the-mill card
trick!  They�ll all go away talking about this one!

$15     s&h incl.

Future Traffic
A simple frame is shown, containing three square
plaques�each a different color (Red, Yellow,
Green).  The performer removes the plaques,
mixes them and returns them to the frame in a
new arrangement.  He keeps the backs toward
the audience, so the order is kept secret!  Three
large plastic clips are shown�also Red, Yellow,
Green.  Members of the audience are asked to

decide where the clips should be placed along the edge of the frame.  Their choices
are FREE and uninfluenced, the arrangement of the clips is completely fair.

   Don�t Miss This One!   $60     s&h incl.

Ton Onosaka Clever Effects
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Strong & Commercial

Slydini Pins
A Slydini routine is magic in its purest
form.  The Linking Safety Pins is just
such a routine.  The safety pins link and
unlink smoothly and quietly in an
entertaining routine that �plays with� the
spectator.  You will not be disappointed
with the audience response to this
outstanding routine.  The well illustrated
instructions teach you exactly what to
do.  Also included is an alternate version
plus some new tricks and tips.

$18     s&h incl.

Richard Sander�s
Interlace

Imagine borrowing your spectator�s ring
and making it disappear only to instantly
reappear tied to the laces to your shoes!
No duplicate rings.  No switches.  No
pulls or reels.  No reset�Instantly
repeatable!  You receive all the props,
plus a full length DVD featuring all the
moves, tips, handlings and subtleties.

$82     s&h incl.

Definitive Ring On String
Imagine borrowing a ring, then cutting a very
thin length of string from a spool. The string is
given to the person who loaned you the ring. A
book is placed upright on the table. While the
person holds both ends of the string, its center is
dropped behind the open book. Take hold of
their ring and place it behind the book, too. You
explain to the person that she will feel a little
tension on one side, then the other. She's instructed to never let go of the ends.
After a moment, you ask her to raise her arms slowly. As she does, the full length
of the string comes into view. As the string's center emerges from behind the
book, you will see the look in her eyes. You will hear the reaction from her and
your audience. It is total disbelief. Her ring is threaded on the string!

This is one of those pieces of magic that you dream of performing. It is strong and
commercial. This item comes with very detailed instructions.

$20     s&h incl.
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Utilities That Work
Ultimate Levitation

System
Mesika revolutionized the art of
Levitations and Reel Magic.  For the first
time ever, we are offering Mesika�s
Ultimate Packaged Kit that comes with
three best-selling items all for one low
price!  You get the Tarantula, a set
of Loops and the classic
Boomerang Card.  The easy-to-
master system will allow you to create
miracles anytime, anywhere.   This
special offer is only available for
a limited time.

$50     s&h incl.

Harold Voit�s
Funken Ring

**ONE YEAR GUARANTEE!**
Making a ring that is affordable, yet durable
and has a substantial larger spark volume then
the previous models. Harold is so confident he
provides a one year guarantee.  A flash of
sparks is at your command from your fingers!
Safe to use! Easy to do! Wind it up and you are
ready in less than 30 seconds! Wonderful for
MC work or comedians that want a product
that delivers and does not stop working after two or three times!

$30     s&h incl.

Invisible Thumb Tip
One of magic�s best utility props
is finally a secret again thanks
to Michel and Greco from Vernet.
Imagine tearing a strip of paper into
small pieces, dropping them inside your
closed fist and when you open your hand
the strip is restored! Your hands are
absolutely clean-no tips! With the
Invisible Thumb Tip you can perform
many of your favorite effects using a
thumb tip and finish absolutely clean!

$11     s&h incl.
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Mental Wonders

Paul Richards�
By Choice & By Chance

A spectator is given a pair of dice and a dictionary
containing thousands of words.  A word will be
chosen by choice and by chance.  The chance
consists of rolling the dice to get random numbers.
The choice is how the spectator chooses to use
the numbers (e.g., She rolls 2 & 1.  She could
put them together to make a 3 or 12 or 21 or
roll again and start over).  Whatever she chooses,
she turns to that page and thinks of the first word
on the page.  The performer knows the word
instantly.  No difficult memory work.  Always a different number.

  $30     s&h incl.

Classic Forcing Pad
Display a wallet that has a pad of paper inside and
three spectators freely write down a 3-digit number.
The performer has shown a prediction envelope
before this exercise announcing a prediction inside
before he came to the performance.  The three
spectators FREELY write down any 3-digit number
and the wallet pad is handed to another spectator
to total up the sum.  Upon doing so, he announces
the total and the performer then has someone
open up his prediction and...THEY MATCH!
Easy to perform, works itself.  And it�s all in the
pencil!  There are many effects like this in magic
now, but this is THE original.

Great Price!     $47.50     s&h incl.

Correct Key
The performer shows a padlock and passes out
seven keys to seven spectators.  Each tries his or
her key in the lock.  The keys turn but do not
open the lock.  The spectators are each given a
small coin envelope and instructed to seal their
key in it.  An eighth key is brought out.  The lock
can be opened only with this one key.  It is also
sealed into an envelope.  The envelopes are held
and shuffled by a spectator.  Another spectator

locks the lock and someone picks an envelope.  The key is removed and a spectator
now opens the lock with the chosen key.  Comes with several variations on the
routine.  Quality Master lock and keys.

$85     s&h incl.
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Comedy Gags Never Fail

Milt Larsen�s
Comedy Growing Tie

Milt Larsen�s hilarious emcee bit is now available.  The performer is wearing a
very proper necktie. After establishing his talk he casually adjusts his tie, giving it a
little tug. With each tug the tie gets longer until finally reaching the floor! The laughter
will grow as the tie grows. This is the perfect running gag for that long speech or
seminar! Also a fun icebreaker at business meetings and parties.  Hilarious and easy
to do!  The prop is approximately 6-foot 9-inches (205cm) long.  Comes in a solid
red or a floral blue pattern. Please specify when ordering.

Special Price, Not Valid With Coupon!        $48     s&h incl.

Dick Stoner�s
A Grave Mistake

Pre-Planning Your Funeral...The funeral salesman first attempts to sell the
deluxe package consisting of a carved canopy, velvet drapes and an embossed
casket.  No sale�so he cuts out the carved canopy.  Next, the velvet drapes are
cut from the package.  Desperate to make the sale, he makes his final offer�the
trash can.  A great comedy spot for anyone who likes to have fun with an audience.
It plays big, packs small and is made of indestructible tyvex.

$25     s&h incl.
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Superior Hydrostatic Glass
The performer fills a glass with water. He moistens a piece of newspaper and
places it over the mouth of the glass. The glass is turned upside-down, yet the
liquid remains in the glass�apparently held within by the paper! The paper is
slowly peeled away, yet the liquid remains in the overturned glass! At a gesture
from the performer, the liquid flows out freely. Easy to do.  Full 16-oz. etched
glass. Heavy duty, professional quality. Dishwasher safe. Use most any type of
liquid. Detailed instructions included.

$55 s&h incl.

The Miracles Of Liquid
Herbert Von Der Linden�s

Milk Wonder Perfect
Here it is, Milk Wonder Perfect, the best
milk glass ever!  Works automatically is sealed
and always ready.  Requires no preparation.

The clear glass is made from high-
quality plastic, has a height of 5.5
inches and top diameter of 3.5-
inches.  Visible on the main stage.

You show the large glass filled with
milk.  Pour some of the milk into
a bag or in a fist.  Next, the milk
disappears without a trace, but
could reappear in the glass again.
Or, after every trick, the presenter
can take a sip of the milk and have
it refilled again and again.  With
Milk Wonder Perfect you will
receive a professional prop cup
and instruction manual.

 $47.50     s&h incl.
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Viking Silk Effects

Billy McComb�s
Half-Dyed Silk

Billy�s signature effect plays
professionally and entertainingly.  A
white silk passed through your closed
fist and changes bright red.  Performer
lets the audience in on the secret, (they
think), but in the end the silk comes out
of the fist half red and half white.  Comes
complete and routined.

$50 s&h incl.

Deluxe
Silk To

Egg
A red silk is run
through the per-
former�s hands,
then poked into his
fist.  It is tossed into
the left hand, but
instead of the silk, he
shows an EGG!  The
silk has vanished
from his hands and
is pulled from his

pocket.  Now, the audience is let in on the secret:  He used two silks and a fake,
hollow egg.  The performer agrees to show all and repeats his moves, but when the
egg finally appears for the second time, it is broken into a glass and show to be a
real egg!  Complete with specially formed ceramic egg, two 18-inch silks and special
gimmick.

A Classic!!   $35     s&h incl.

No Tip Silk Vanish
This is a very remarkable vanish of a
silk hank.  The performer pokes the silk
into his first with a small wand or pen.
He taps the hand and the silk hank is
completely gone.  Both hands can be
shown empty. All gimmicks are made
of metal and will last a lifetime.  No pulls!!
Comes complete with detailed
instructions.

$12.50     s&h incl.
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Viking Does Fire
Fire Dove Bag

The performer begins by placing a small
white silk hand into a beautiful satin bag.
He then sets the contents on fire, flames
shooing upward from the opening of the
bag.  The fire is extinguished by quickly
closing the bag and then the bag pulled
completely open revealing the interior and
out flies a real live dove.

Fire section does NOT have to be used so
you can use this bag as a transformation
bag.  Just pop it open and watch as a large
bouquet of spring flowers pops into the air
(flowers are not supplied).  Fake dove used
for illustration purposes only.  Our new
design is made from top quality wine-
colored satin.  Sold to adults only!

$78     s&h incl.

Fingertip Flash Pot
An incredible device that will allow the
performer to shoot a ball of fire 10 feet
into the air while producing a loud bang,
all at your fingertips.  This clever and
unique device is a superb attention getter.
Imagine pointing across the stage and
firing a ball of fire toward an empty box
only to have a rabbit or dove or your
assistant appear. Small compact, easy to
use.  Uses common plastic caps
(included) plus a small piece of
Flash Paper or Flash Cotton (not
included). Flesh-colored with complete
instructions.  Sold to adults only!

     
 
$37.50     s&h incl.

Supreme Fire Wallet
This wallet can be used as an everyday
wallet, yet when the moment is right you
can open it to a burst of flames more than
a foot tall!  This version has an improved
firebox that instantly extinguishes the
flames when you close the wallet.  Along
with this we have added a larger flint
striker for a sure fire start.  Every wallet is
hand tooled, hand assembled and each
has been tested for form and function.
Sold to adults only!

$92.50     s&h incl.
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Improved Badlands Bob
The performer displays a small walnut box with a die
sealed within.  The die can be seen through the clear
acrylic top.  A wonderful story about Badlands Bob
begins to unfold.  Sadly, he lost his life on the roll of this
very die!  A spectator is asked to try and change the
uppermost number on the die by shaking the box, which
he soon finds is impossible.  The performer then asks
the spectator to choose a number between 1 and 6.  �If
you were Badlands Bob, which number would you have
chosen?�  The box is simply pushed toward the spectator and lo and behold, the
uppermost number now matches the spectator�s selected number!  No switches�
there is a hidden gimmick, but easily concealed.  Any number between 1 and 6
may be used as there is no force.  Instantly resets.  Can be examined before and
after effect.  Comes complete with die, secret and instructions.  Box is
1 5/16-inch square and 1/4-inch solid walnut on the sides.

 $48     s&h incl.

Strong Effects By Viking

Ice Cold Fusion
Spectators will go wild when you
produce solid, dripping ice cubes!  These
are imported from Germany and look
so real!  These faux ice cubes are
specially constructed so that they actually
drip water like melting ice�yet you can
carry them dry in your pocket until
you�re ready to produce them.  Use with
coin, card or other close-up routines as
a final load for cups and balls or chop
cups, impromptu table settings... you
can imagine the possibilities.

$15     s&h incl.

Problema
The performer displays a walnut box,
which contains six black dice.  The dice
are arranged in sequence from one to
six.  The lid is replaced and the spectator
is given a die and a shot glass (not
provided).  He is to shake the die within
the glass and then to toss the die onto
the lid of the box. Whatever number
comes up is the chosen number.  The
die is dumped onto the lid of the box
and a six is rolled.  The lid of the box is
removed and incredibly all the dice in
the box have changed their values to
match the rolled number.  Comes
complete with box, extra die and the
secret something plus instructions.

$58     s&h incl.
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Silks From
Newspaper

Truly a classic that has survived the
test of time!  Show a newspaper
freely on both sides.  Then, punch a
hole through the paper and pullout a
brightly colored silk.  Show the paper
again on both sides�the silk is
hanging in the hole in the newspaper.
Punch another hole in another spot
on the newspaper and extract
another silk.  Repeat using an
ordinary ungimmicked newspaper!

You can perform this wonderful illusion on-stage or parlor and it will prove to be a
successful piece of entertainment for you.  Comes complete with instructions, silks
and special gimmick.

$37.50     s&h incl.

Unique Viking Magic

Sightless
Vision Hood

Our original Sightless Vision Hood
uses an original design by Viking
Manufacturing Company. The hood
can be placed on a spectator without
fear of detection; they can NOT see
through the material, but you can as
needed. The visibility is suitable for a
Blindfold Driving Test or other
sightless vision effects.

This is a truly fine utility prop for the
professional performer. Added notes
in the this design gives the performer
a full view, not just two small holes to peer through. Quality made of black silky
material with neck drawstrings. Large and comfortable: 16 x 14-inches; complete
with instructions.

NOTE:  If you have the need for a Sightless Vision Hood, do NOT be mislead
by the claims of others. We will put this hood up against any on the market today
and we know you will be more than satisfied with this unique version. Currently
being used by top professionals the world over.

Tremendous Possibilities...$55     s&h incl.
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Silk & Things

Silkola
The Silkola has been around a longtime. The effect is basic. A handkerchief is
made to disappear and then reappear inside a sealed soda bottle
hidden within a tube.  This version has several significant
improvements over every other Silkola sold before.  It comes
complete with ungimmicked plastic 1/2 liter bottle, a super
smooth, laser cut bottle cap, special tube (it matches the
one from the Topsy Turvy Soda Bottles and it�s open on
both ends), two 12 x 18-inch specially printed silks
and custom-designed silk vanishing black bag.  The
Special Gimmick has a beaded end.  There will be
no more poking holes in your silks.  This also
allows the use of the much larger silk.  The
routine makes better sense.  Magician,
Walt Anthony, has written a perfect
routine that follows a couple of thieves
during their Great Big Cola Heist...
and watch as the secret recipe is
stolen, vanishes and reappears back
in the Cola vault.

Special Lower Price...$55     s&h incl.

36-Inch Silks
These silks make a beautiful production
item and many professionals use these
silks for backdrops to enhance their acts.
Stevens Magic is proud to offer you the
prettiest silks in the entire magic world
and there is nothing to compare them
with.  Patterned off Rice Silk Designs.

Please specify:  Clown, Dragon,
Rabbit In Hat and Butterfly.

$37.50     s&h incl.

Bag-O-Lites
The performer reaches into the air, plucks out a red
light and places it into an ordinary brown paper bag.
the light is seen falling into the bag and settling to the
bottom!  This is repeated nine more times.  So, the
audience sees 10 lights fall into the bag.  Then, with
just a little blow into the bag, all of the lights are
blown out!  Requires one red D�LiteTM.

Bag Only...$37.50     s&h incl.
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Tim Sonefelt�s
You Turn

YOU TURN is a double-sided sign that tells everyone
you love magic!  YOU TURN it over and over to
show I love magic is always right side up.  But when
you place it on the included stand, it is never correct!
It ends up on one side, then the other, before if finally
is totally UPSIDE DOWN!  Deciding to SHOW them
you really love magic, a surprise change occurs.  Now
the sign shows a picture of a top hat!  Asking what
magicians pull from top hats, YOU TURN it one last
time to show a cute, cuddly rabbit!

NOTE:  There are TWO versions of YOU
TURN, this one (I Love magic) and also one
that states�I Love 2 Read, please specify when
ordering.
Special Lower Price....$20 each     s&h incl.

Fun & Different
Dan Garrett�s

World Famous Banana
(or Carrot or Pickle) Trick

One banana becomes two.  When one is
put away, another appears, over and over
again.  A sensational comedy routine for
adults and children alike.  Set includes two
top quality, realistic, handmade sponge
bananas and four baby bananas for s surprise
ending kicker.

Tell a story about your pet rabbit and
produce the sponge carrots.  Just the thought of doing
magic with pickles should make anyone laugh!  This
is a delightfully funny routine!  Durable, professional
props.  Complete with illustrated instructions.  Each

set comes with two regular sized
and four miniatures of very
realistic looking bananas, carrots
or pickles.  Be sure to specify
which set you want:
Bananas, Carrots or Pickles.

$20 each     s&h incl.
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Slightly Unusual

Paul Romhany�s
Linking Hearts

These rings are specially designed and crafted using high
quality 5-inch metal, and plated three times to make them
durable enough for the toughest working conditions. They
are the perfect size to fit in your pocket.  Because of the
Heart Shape it is possible to do links and unlinks not
possible with standard linking rings. When you purchase
these you will have access to a tutorial DVD teaching
you Romhany's own personal routine as well as bonus
ideas including MAKING THE GAP IN THE KEY RING
DISAPPEAR!

BONUS EFFECT: You will also have access to Romhany's HEART STRING
routine�a ring on string routine he has been performing for over 20 years using
a Heart Shaped Ring. Stand alone or combine this with the Linking Hearts and
you will have one of the most commercial routines in magic today!  Comes complete
with:    Four 5-inch Heart Shaped Rings�two linked, a single and a key ring.

$25
     
s&h incl.

Wire Grams
What a unique way to reveal a chosen
card! All it takes is a little heat. After a
card is selected, the performer brings out
a piece of wire. He wraps it in paper
and sets it on fire�in a flash the paper
burns away as the wire forms the shape
of the chosen card. The visual
representation of the card appears
permanently bent into the wire as the
result of heat. Hold the wire over a
candle, dip it into any hot liquid�the
change is instantaneous! Put the wire
close under a bright light bulb and the
wire slowly and visibly transforms.
Various types of Wire Grams sold.

$11     s&h incl.

Scyer�s Mirror
While not for everyone, when you�re
looking for a larger shiner for parlor or
stage, this unique application fits that
requirement nicely.  This item was
crafted specifically for Neal Scryer,
but is now available for others!  The size
of the convex oval is approximately 2 x
1.5-inches.

This device is to be held in a finger palm
and with proper blocking and
positioning�will allow you to see what
is going on behind you�with your back
turned.

$15     s&h incl.
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Self-Working Effects

Multiplying Markers
Magician produces a writing marker and
magically vanishes it with confidence! One
by one the markers vanish, reappear, all
at the fingertips of the magician!  This is
a rapid-fire production that mesmerizes
the spectators for over 1-2 minutes!  The
poor performer can�t keep up, what is
he to do with all these appearing markers?
The double play between the magic of
the appearing markers along with the
pantomime of the performer makes this
a solid routine that is comical and exceptionally visual!  Highly recommended.

No nesting markers are used. Can be performed surrounded.  Features a unique
special gimmick that makes it much easier to perform.  Not to be confused with
previous, similar effect�due to the unique new gimmick.  Excellent attention
to quality�you won�t be disappointed.  Marker Production contains three markers
and one instructional DVD with English and Spanish.

Special Price, not eligible toward accumulative totals          $45     s&h incl.

Alan Wong�s
Magic Doodle Pen

Revolutionary, new technology, you have to
see it to believe it! A concept that is guaranteed
to mystify and amaze!

The magician draws a small �X� on the back of
his hand with a marker. The �X� can be rubbed
and shown to prove that it is indeed a permanent
mark. Then the magician covers the mark with
his fingers and slowly drags it across his hand
and onto the other side! The magician spreads
his fingers and shows that the �X� is now on the
palm of his hand!

You can use any drawing you wish to create
miracles. Easy to do! A truly baffling piece of
close-up magic.

$16     s&h incl.
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Chris Kenworthy Presents...

TeleThought Wallet
One of the most diabolic utility devices
in magic! Its potential is limitless.

A spectator is asked to write a word,
symbol or number on a card. This is
done while the performer�s back is
turned. He turns around, picks up his
wallet and slides the spectator�s card
inside. No glimpse or peek as the card
goes in, yet the performer knows
instantly what the spectator wrote on
the card! The construction of the wallet
allows you to instantly obtain the
information! It�s uncanny, but true!
Virtually any mind-reading effect can be
performed using the TeleThought
Wallet. Two Sizes available small
(business card) and large (3x5-inches).
This is a MUST have item�don�t
miss it!

Small... $64     s&h incl.

Large... $155     s&h incl.

Chris Kenworthy Presents...
Psychic Telethought Pad

Performer has a spectator literally think of ANY word,
number, design or thought.  It is written on a very
innocent-looking pad.  Now, thanks to �Telethought�
technology you instantly know their thought!  You and
the spectator are looking at the gimmick at the same
time, but they never know it!  All of the spectator�s
information is delivered ingeniously, imperceptibly and
effortlessly to the performer.  Any book test, any design
duplication, any add-a-number routine, any mental
experiment�all are devilishly simple with this
extraordinarily clever yet subtle new gimmick.

Available in TWO sizes:  Small (Pocket) size�
2 15/16 x 4 1/4-inches and Large size�4 3/16 x 5 1/2-inches.

No impression devices.  Once the thought is written on the pad, pad is closed and
never opened.  Real-time mindreading.  Instant reset.  Delayed peek.

Small (Pocket) Size...$38.50     s&h incl.

Large Size...$55     s&h incl.
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Chris Kenworthy�s
MasterMind 2.0

No forcing of any kind.  Includes psychological,
mathematical, timing concepts.  No �roughed cards�.
No duplicates.  NO stacked arrangements.  No
Himber wallets or switching of cards.  Prediction card
is actually in envelope before you start.  No long or
short cards.  Absolutely NO sleight-of-hand
required.  Can be done as a test in telepathy
between two cities over the telephone!  Trust us on
this one and YOU will not be disappointed.  Over
1,000 have been sold in 2010.  Choose from:  2
of Clubs, 2 of Diamonds, 3 of Spades and 3
of Hearts (please specify when ordering.)

 Specify Version...$33 each     s&h incl.

Card Tricks Galore

Aldo Colombini�s
Jumbo Coincidence

Two packets of jumbo half-cards are
mixed.  A spectator freely selects a card
from one of the packets, leaving it
protruding.  You simultaneously turn the
top cards of both packets face up
showing the cards are different.
Continue until the selected card is
reached, it matches the card in the other
pile!  As a kicker ending, both packets
are turned face down and when the
cards are dealt face up, each and every
card matches.  Ungaffed, examinable
and easy to do.

$12.50     s&h incl.

What�s Mine Is Mine
You display a small packet of cards and
ask that someone touch the back of any
card they would like, it is a free selection
and they may change their mind as often
as they choose.  The selected card is
removed from the packet and placed on
the table.  You explain, �I�m glad you
took that card because these are all
MINE!� With that the cards in your hands
are all turned to reveal the word �MINE�
in big, bold letters.  �But the card you
took is YOURS!�  The spectator�s
selection is turned over to reveal the word
�YOURS� printed on it in bright red
letters.  Thus proving that what�s mine
is mine and what�s yours is yours!

$16.50     s&h incl.
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Ultimate Ambition Improved
The Ultimate Ambition Improved is just perfect
for the finish to any Ambitious Card routine. The deck is
wrapped and tied with a piece of rope whilst several
spectators sign the chosen card on both sides. This card
is FAIRLY placed in the middle of the deck (it really is!)
and without any 'moves' whatsoever, it magically appears
back on the top! The best bit is that this very special
gimmick does it all.

To bring you the very best quality magic, these special
Ultimate Ambition Improved gimmicks have been expertly made with the
United States Playing Card Company, Bicycle-back cards.  Comes complete with
rope (39-inches in length), special gimmick, detailed instructions and instructional
DVD (42-minutes) detailing how to perform this card impossibility!

$42.50
     
s&h incl.

Cleverly Done

Panic
After years off the market, the best
vanishing deck routine in history is back,
now available in red and blue backs
(please specify). Watch Aaron
Fisher's new 45-minute DVD training.
You'll be performing Panic for your
own stunned audiences in minutes!
Requires no skill. If you can hold a deck
of cards you can start amazing your
friends in minutes.  Use with any
Bicycle or Mandolin back design.
Perform it close-up, standup or
surrounded on the street. Makes a
stunning opener, amazing middle or a
powerhouse closer!  Instantly resets.
Totally Examinable.

DVD & Gimmick...$25     s&h incl.

Roy Johnson�s
Lucky Cards

Possibly the #1 most dynamic card
effect for trade shows, open houses or
corporate work! Sells your sponsors!
The spectator names ANY card in the
deck expecting to win $20. But, all the
cards in the deck have the word WIN
written on the back EXCEPT his. Hard
to believe, but it says LOSE!

$25     s&h incl.
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Buma�s Quality Effects!

APV Glass
It appears filled with liquid!

It penetrates the table filled with liquid!
It vanishes filled with liquid!

It sets up in seconds!
It�s totally portable!

It�s completely examinable!
It can be performed sleeveless!

Can use any beverage!

House Of Magic Product...It may be performed close-
up, parlor or even stage when routined for such.  Shipped
complete with Buma�s Bonus Routine �UP�, wherein an
empty glass is filled with a drink, then covered with a napkin
and slowly inverted 180°, not only does the liquid
not spill out, but when the inverted glass is
uncovered, it is seen in its original upright position,
still filled with a drink and may be repeated again
with the uncovered glass always seen filled and
�UP�.  Comes with the clever gimmick ready to
perform.

$65     s&h incl.

Nefari�s Book Of
The Dead

This is a truly entertaining and clever
story book effect that draws your
audience into the mysterious tombs
of ancient Egypt.  Complete with
10 special Nefari picture
parchments from the Tombs of
ancient Egypt. They have the feel
and look of very antiquated paper.

The effect centers around one of
several curses that would happen to Nefari, if she violated the sacred laws.  The
magi not only talks about each tragic fate, but the images on the parchment
represent the different curses.  The spectator is asked to choose one of the tragic
outcomes, freely and as the story continues, sure enough the one they choose
ends up being the fall of Nefari!

Product comes with exceptionally detailed instructions, routines and ideas as well
as excellent references that will allow you to further explore the power of this
unique effect.

$22.50 s&h incl.
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Fun For Everyone

ABC Stung
With Bobo�s DVD

Performance
All-time kids show favorite is BACK!
Show three 8 x 10-inch cards with bright
bold letters.  A bright green letter A, a
yellow letter B and an orange letter C.

Put these cards into the folder for
safekeeping.  Take two of the cards out
the A and the C card.  Ask the kids,
�Which card is left?�  Naturally the B card is left over inside the folder.  Finally you
show the B card, it�s a Bright Bumble Bee!

The kids yell, �Turn it around!�  If you play around the B�s, you get stung.  The B
card is turned around it says STUNG!  Lots of audience participation and fun.
Beautiful silk screening.  One of the greatest kids tricks ever!  Comes complete
with Bobo�s performing this effect.  A classic sucker effect for children.
Packs flat and always entertaining.

$37.50     s&h incl.

Norm Nielsen�s
Vanishing Latex

Bottles
Only the best from Norm!  Made to
last with the highest quality latex
ingredients. Despite several attempts to
make knock-off versions, the quality is
never the same and that�s why we stick
with the winners!  You will too when
you purchase this product. Why Pay
More? Uncompromising quality that has
been consistent throughout the years!
One of the most versatile props in
magic, which has been used and
incorporated in so many ways.  Whether
you are wanting to do a vanishing bottle
or a comedy routine, these exceptionally
realistic props will make an impression.

We also suggest  you check out the large variety of other Latex Magic products from
Magic Latex.  Search our website for Magic Latex.  You�ll be glad you did!

$47.50 each     s&h incl.
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TAKE20
Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from

www.stevensmagic.com (place in ìCommentsî Section).

Offer cannot be used incombination with any other promotion
or special.  Some items are non-discountable and the

coupon does not apply.  Expires 2-28-13

Remember YRemember YRemember YRemember YRemember YOU must MENTION the coupon to useOU must MENTION the coupon to useOU must MENTION the coupon to useOU must MENTION the coupon to useOU must MENTION the coupon to use
it! It is NOT given automaticallyit! It is NOT given automaticallyit! It is NOT given automaticallyit! It is NOT given automaticallyit! It is NOT given automatically, and will not be, and will not be, and will not be, and will not be, and will not be

applied retroactively!applied retroactively!applied retroactively!applied retroactively!applied retroactively!

Brand New�Bill Montana
Match Box Shiner

The shiner itself is ultra thin and made
from polished stainless steel and is set
into the match box at an angle to give
its user the easiest of peeks. Can be used
to peek the top card or the bottom card
in a deck while dealing. This does take a
bit of practice but once the skill is learned

it�s well worth it.  These will be
a very limited edition and only
about 50 of these will be
available.

The stainless used to craft these is
26Cr-1Mo ferritic stainless steel
chosen for its reflective ability when

the surface is polished. This type of stainless will attract a magnet but that should
not be a problem for those wearing pk rings.

This type of clandestine shiner was common in back room gambling games around
the turn of the 19th Century and was used from time to time on riverboats. This
type of shiner is rather rare and seems to only survive in a few private collection
and some old picture can be found in some of the early books on crooked gambling.

$30 s&h incl.
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Gimmicks That Really Work

Perfect Fan For
Snow Storm

Snow Storm In China is a dramatic
classic that audiences love.   We have
searched all over the world to find a really
good fan for your Snow Storm.
Gorgeous Chinese Dragon Art adorns
this large, solidly constructed fan.  The
next time you strike a pose on-stage,
add a little color and poise to your show
with this fan.  Choose from Black,
Red or Yellow.

$18.50     s&h incl.

Ultimate
Snow Storm

The load is all self-contained; hundreds
of pre-cut pieces banded together into
a small packet. Just push your thumb
into the center of the packet, rub your
fingers together and fan. Nothing could
be easier.  You receive one dozen
snowstorm packets. Use your own fan
- FAN NOT INCLUDED. This is the
ultimate snowstorm!

$22.50     s&h incl.

R.F. Nailwriter
Now you get not one, but TWO nail writers
of that quality for this great low price!
Hundreds of effects are possible.  Thanks
to Ralph Fowler for finally making them
available.

Write a prediction and hold it up while the
spectator names a number. The card is
turned to show that number. A list of things
is shown and you put a check beside one.
When the spectator names her choice, you
show that's the one you checked!

Superbly constructed of brass. Designed to fit snugly under the thumbnail eliminating
unwanted movement. Lead is easily replaced. Reliable and comfortable.  The
instructions do suggest that you use .046 (1.1mm) lead with a touch of SuperGlue,
to better secure the lead into place.

$20     s&h incl.
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Books From Masters

Words In The Sand
By Ron Chavis

This manuscript has a lot of fans!  An authentic
display of visual telepathy. Two completely different
approaches are offered. One approach for the mind-
reader and one approach for the paranormalist, both
have different outcomes. This is an emotional piece
of Mentalism, full of mood and feeling.

Limited to 100 copies....  Book is saddlestitched
and has 16 pages.

�Words in the Sand is powerful stuff. I'm sure it
will find its way into the performances of many working pros. I highly recommend
this to those who are serious about powerful presentations.�  -- Bob Cassidy

 $45 s&h incl.

Confidences
By Roberto Giobbi

In Confidences, Roberto
opens up his professional
repertoire to teach eight of
his prize routines.  Each
receives the in-depth,
insightful coverage for which Giobbi is known.  He
seasons this generous selection with three impressive
essays, one on the art of controlling cards, another on
the correct approach and understanding for vanishing
coins and small objects and a third on Erdnase�s classic�
The Expert At The Card Table.  In these essays, Giobbi

reveals numerous insights and shares personal
handlings and strategies
for sleights.

This and much more is
taught along the way.
Each trick, routine and
essay is a vehicle to share

numerous lessons that contribute to expert, professional
conjuring. Confidences is a 275-page hardcover book,
produced to bibliophilic standards, with color artwork,
marbled end sheets, book ribbon, sewn binding and acid-
free paper. A pleasure to hold, a revelation to read.

 $50 s&h incl.
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Milbourne Christopher
The Man And His Magic

By William Rauscher
This book is the story of his life, his
accomplishments, and his legacy. He was, as the
Baltimore Sun called him, �a topflight man of
mystification.� Suave, handsome, well-spoken,
educated, quiet and calm in demeanor, he conjured
for the best audiences both on stage and in intimate
settings. He was well organized, committed to his
callind, and above all, a gentleman. In this account
of his life beginning with his birth in 1914, the
author covers his many achievements, and
especially his contributions from the 1930's to the
1970's, up until his death in 1984.

Book is hardcovered with over 220 pages, dust jacket with hundreds of photographs
including a 12-page color section.

 $80 s&h incl.

Essential Magic
Conference 2012

8-DVD Set
Essential Magic Conference (EMC) 2012...was a
remarkable event on July 27 - 29, 2012 and this is an
incredible set of DVDs packed with great material!  The
world�s first internet conference for magicians is now
available on eight DVDs.  Every moment was captured
and is now available on a special EMC Boxed Set.  It
featured lectures and demonstrations by some of the most
important thinkers in magic over 33 speakers!

The DVDs contain performances and lectures from some
of the world�s top magicians... Armando Lucero, Bill
Malone, Dan Daortiz, Daniel Madison, David
Berglas, David Blaine, David Britland, David
Williamson, Debbie McGee, Denis Behr, Dynamo,
Eberhard Riese, Eric Mead, Gaetan Bloom, Gene Matsuura, Graham
Jolley, Guy Hollingworth, Hiro Sakai, Luis De Matos, Luis Peidrahita,
Marco Tempest, Max Maven, Michel Clavello, Mike Caveny, Norberto
Jansenson, Paul Daniels, Paul Harris, Richard Wiseman, Stan Allen,
Steven Cohen, Tina Lenert, Tom Stone, Topas, William Kalush, Woody
Aragon, Yann Frisch, Yigal Mesika, Cyril Takayama, Derren Brown and
Teller!

A Magic Convention  On DVD!       $155     s&h incl.

Ultimate Performances!
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